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Hong Kong International Airport has been shaped 
by a clear green concept, combining interesting 
design with a strong commitment to limit the 
consumption of valuable resources.  A prime 
example of this approach can be found in  
Terminal 2, where an innovative wave construction 
on the ceiling supports both style and function. 
The rippled white structure creates an impressive 
visual impact and crucially allows plenty of daylight 
to penetrate the extensive building. Although the 
renovation of Terminal 2 offered the Hong Kong 
Airport Authorities (HKAA) the chance to further 
strengthen their green credentials, the new lighting 
solution also needed to meet a number of strict 
lighting-design criteria. The aim was to replace the 
existing LED fittings with a product that could fulfil 
the tricky task of using indirect light to deliver high 
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uniformity and a generous average lux level.   

Having already installed products from the Thorn 
portfolio in Terminal 1, the airport authorities spoke 
to the Zumtobel Group APAC regional  
office in Hong Kong about a suitable solution for 
the Terminal 2 refurbishment project. The client 
was immediately impressed by the efficiency  
and lighting quality of the robust HiPak LED  
high-bay. The powerful lumen output and 
outstanding efficacy meant that one HiPak fitting 
could replace two of the original LED luminaires, 
making it possible to halve the number of light 
points in the terminal. At the same time, the stable 
colour temperature could guarantee consistent 
quality by avoiding any changes in tone at the edge 
of the light beam.

 

http://www.thornlighting.com/en/products/indoor-lighting/industrial-lighting/HiPak_Pro_LED


R2L2 has been installed in conjunction with the 
Lucy Zodion “Vizion Central Management System” 
(CMS) to provide a complete street lighting 
management solution. Vizion CMS gives you 
complete control of the street lighting network, 
with the ability to switch, vary light output and 
monitor from a computer or web enabled device. 
Vizion provides an extremely accurate control, 
monitoring and reporting system covering fault 
identification, energy use, billing, lamp status, 
performance data and predictive maintenance. 

Launched in February 2017 the £1.5 million capital 
investment scheme is projected to achieve energy 

Thorn worked closely with the client to develop a 
unique new version of the 250W HiPak luminaire. 
This customised product combines a special colour 
temperature of 5000 Kelvin with the standard 
lens technology, which ensures maximum precision 
and minimum light waste. More than 700 fittings 
have been carefully installed and aligned to utilise 
the high reflectance values of the white ceiling 
structure. The wide HiPak beam is reflected by the 
ceiling, providing indirect light that achieves high 
uniformity and an average of 85 lux on the terminal 
floor. This soft and even light coverage therefore 
creates a pleasant lit environment for passengers 
and workers when the natural daylight starts to 
fade.

HiPak also fits the bill when it comes to function 
and durability. The IP65-rated fitting is protected 
against dust and moisture, while the cooling fins 
integrated into the die-cast aluminium housing 

help regulate the temperature of the internal 
components by letting air pass through the 
luminaire – a major advantage in high applications 
such as the Terminal 2 building. 

According to Hong Kong Airport Authority, the 
installation of HiPak luminaires from Thorn has 
helped the airport take its green design concept to 
a new level: “We thought that new LED luminaires 
would give us an improvement in efficiency, but 
we never expected to be able to cut the number of 
fittings by 50 per cent. This was obviously great 
news for us, but ultimately it was the excellent 
lighting performance that confirmed our decision. 
There is no point saving energy at the expense of 
quality, which is exactly why we opted for HiPak.”
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